Abstract. We propose a new infinite-state model, called the Multi-queue Discrete Timed Automaton MQDTA, which extends Timed Automata with queues, but only has integer-valued clocks. Due to careful restrictions on queue usage, the binary reachability (the set of all pairs of configurations (¦ § © of an MQDTA such that ¦ can reach © through zero or more transitions) is effectively semilinear. We then prove the decidability of a class of Presburger formulae defined over the binary reachability, allowing the automatic verification of many interesting properties of a MQDTA. The MQDTA model can be used to specify and verify various systems with unbounded queues, such as a real-time scheduler.
Introduction
Real-time systems are widely regarded as a natural application area of formal methods, since the presence of the time variable makes them more difficult to specify, design and test. The limited expressiveness of finite automata has recently sparkled much research into the automated verification of infinite state systems. Most research in the field has concentrated on finding good abstractions or approximations that map infinite state systems into finite ones (e.g., parametrized model checking [19] and generalized model checking [15] ). A complementary approach to abstraction is the definition and study of infinite-state models for which "interesting" properties are still decidable. Most of the works have concentrated on very few models, such as Petri Nets (PN), Pushdown Automata (PA) and Timed Automata (TA), and have studied the decidability and complexity of model-checking various temporal and modal logics. A TA [4] is basically a finite-state automaton with a certain number of unbounded clocks that can be tested and reset. Since their introduction and the definition of appropriate model checking algorithms [17] , TA have become a useful model to investigate the verification of realtime systems and have been extensively studied. The expressive power of TA has many limitations in modeling, since many real-time systems are simply not finite-state, even when time is ignored. Other infinite-state models for which forms of automatic verification are possible are based on PN (e.g., [16] ), on various versions of counter machines (e.g., [10] ), on PA (e.g., [5] ), or on process calculi (e.g., [21] ), but, at least in their basic versions, they do not consider timing requirements and are thus not amenable for modeling realtime systems. Among the infinite-state models that consider time, there are many timed extensions of Petri Nets but their binary reachability is typically undecidable if the net is unbounded (i.e., it is not finite state). A recent notable example of model checking a timed version of Petri Nets is [2] , where it is shown that coverability properties are decidable, using well-quasi orderings techniques. A more general result holds for an extension of TA, Timed Networks [1] , for which safety properties have been shown to be decidable. However, Timed Networks consist of an arbitrary set of identical timed automata, which is a very special case, although potentially useful in modeling infinitestate timed systems.
Recently, Timed Pushdown Automata (TPA) [13, 12] have been proposed, extending pushdown processes with unbounded discrete clocks. Considering that both the region techniques [4] and the flattening techniques [11] for TA can not be used for TPA, a totally different technique is proposed to show that safety and binary reachability analysis are still decidable [13, 12] .
Queues are a good model of many interesting systems, such as schedulers, for which automatic verification has rarely been attempted. Queues are usually regarded as hopeless for verification, since it is well known that a finite-state automaton equipped with one unbounded queue can simulate a Turing machine. However, there are restricted models with queues for which reachability is decidable (e.g., [9] ). Here, we consider the Generalized Context-free Grammars (
¢ ¡ £
) of [8] , which use both queues and stacks with suitable constraints to generate only semilinear languages, and which are well suited to modeling of scheduling policies. However, automatic verification of ¢ ¡ £ has never been investigated, and
do not consider time. In this paper, we study how to couple a timed automaton with a multi-queue automaton (inspired by the ¢ ¡ £ model) so that the resulting machine can be effectively used for modeling, while retaining the decidability of a class of Presburger formulae over the binary reachability set, with control-state variables, clock value variables and count variables. Hence, such machines are amenable for modeling and automatic verification of many infinite-state real-time systems, such as real-time process schedulers. The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 defines the MQDTA, introduces its untimed version (called Multi-queue-stack machine, MQSM) and proves the effective semilinearity of the model, by using a
. Section 3 proves the main result of the paper, i.e., the effective semilinearity of the binary reachability for MQDTA, by showing that clocks may be eliminated and an MQDTA may be translated into an equivalent MQSM. Section 4 proves the decidability of a class of Presburger formulae over the binary reachability, showing their applicability to an example. . The graph of the transition function is shown in Fig. 1 
transition is executed, all the clocks are reset (i.e., . Thus, a pop-queue-transition is an element of
. Therefore, Q is a finite subset of
, and for each 
, and for all Proof. The proof of this result is based on the fact that the language accepted by MQSM may be generated by a Generalized Context-free Grammar. In fact, an MQSM is actually a ¢ ¡ £ in disguise, and it is just a variant of the accepting device of
, the multiqueue-pushdown automaton [7] .
only generate suitable permutations of contextfree languages, and hence their languages are semilinear and the semilinear sets are effectively constructible.
Main Results
To prove the main result of the paper, we need a few more definitions. Let is a semilinear language [14] . The result follows from part (1). is a symbol encoding the state , followed by a delimiter
is the concatenation of the queue words } , using the delimiters
. Note that, instead of using } for a queue word, we use } by replacing each Q @ p "
with . - The second part has three segments from left to right, the first two being defined similarly, while the third one
is the unary string representation , in order to use them later to decide whether a queue is empty. , while checking the correspondence between the current top symbol of a queue and the symbol on the input tape. 
, for all . Obviously,
. Thus, is a semilinear language (since the homomorphic image of a semilinear language is still semilinear).
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The following main theorem can be shown by combining Theorems 3 and 4.
Theorem 5.
is a semilinear language for any MQDTA
.
An MQDTA has no input tape, i.e., there is no event label on edges. However, if each edge is labeled, we can extend the states of by combining a state with a label. In this case, a configuration contains only the current event label instead of the whole input word consumed. This may make applications more convenient to be dealt with, though all results still hold.
Verification Results
In this section, we formulate properties that can be verified for an MQDTA. 
The negation of this property is equivalent to for some MQDTA-formula . Thus, it can be verified.
Verification of an example. Consider the LAN printer example of Section 2. A property verifiable with our model is that the first queue is actually bounded: it can never contain more than 4 elements. This can be formalized as follows: for every ©¨ , such that
Notice that the binary queue of need not be bounded, but the boundedness is a decidable property of . If this is the case, the implementation of the system might rely on a small buffer of size 4 to implement the queue. More sophisticated properties can also be verified, and the system itself could be made more complex.
Conclusions
We introduced a new version of Timed Automata augmented with queues (MQDTA), and we proved that its binary reachability is effectively semilinear, allowing the automatic verification of a class of Presburger formulae over control state variables, clock value variables and queue content.
An MQDTA is more powerful than the other timed (finite-state or pushdown) models, and it can be used for modeling various systems where FIFO policies are used. Such models are based on discrete-rather than dense-time. This choice is perfectly adequate for synchronous real-time systems, where there is always an underlying discrete model of time, but it is also suitable for modeling various asynchronous systems where discrete time is a good approximation of a dense one. Since this is the first paper introducing and investigating the model, we did not develop explicitly a verification algorithm. Using an automata-theoretic approach, we reduced the problem of checking reachability properties to checking certain Presburger formulae over integer values. Hence, the the complexity of the verification has a very high upper bound (nondeterministic double exponential). This is not as hopeless as it may seem. For instance, the Omega-library of [20] could be used to implement a verification algorithm, since the library is usually reasonably efficient for formulae without alternating quantifiers (as in our case). Also, a very high upper bound is typical of the automata-theoretic approach, but often the upper bound may be reduced by using a (more complex) process algebra approach.
The MQDTA has some limitations in expressivity: for instance, it cannot check how long a symbol has been stored in a queue before being consumed. Moreover, when a queue is read, all the clocks are reset. However, the model could be powerful enough to describe and verify useful, real-life infinite-state systems (such as the simple job scheduler with timeouts and a priority queue of Section 2) that, at the best of our knowledge, cannot be modeled and automatically verified by any other formalism. The model only considers queues, but in general stacks could be used instead or together with queues, since the ¢ ¡ £ model (on which MQDTA are based) allows both kinds of rewriting policies. This can be useful, since for instance a stack can model recursive procedure calls, and the queues may model a process scheduler.
Our results imply that it is decidable to verify whether the paths of the reachability satisfy constraints expressed in a fragment of Presburger arithmetic. This can be easily achieved by recording, in one additional queue of the automaton, the history of the
